Biclustering is a method of finding meaningful subsets of objects and attributes simultaneously, which may not be detected by traditional clustering methods. It is popularly used for the analysis of microarray data representing the expression levels of genes by conditions. Usually, biclustering algorithms do not consider a sequential relation between attributes. For time series data, however, bicluster solutions should keep the time sequence. This paper proposes a new biclustering algorithm for time series data by modifying the plaid model. The proposed algorithm introduces a parameter controlling an interval between two selected time points. Also, the pruning step preventing an over-fitting problem is modified so as to eliminate only starting or ending points. Results from artificial data sets show that the proposed method is more suitable for the extraction of biclusters from time series data sets. Moreover, by using the proposed method, we find some interesting observations from real-world time-course microarray data sets and apartment price data sets in metropolitan areas.
INTRODUCTION
Biclustering is an unsupervised learning method of detecting informative groups of objects and attributes simultaneously. It was proposed by Hartigan (1972) with the term 'direct clustering' and the name 'biclustering' has been used by Mirkin (1996) . Other names such as coclustering, block clustering, two-mode clustering, two-way clustering, and simultaneous clustering are also used.
Consider a data set consisting of objects and attributes. For example, microarray data have genes as objects and have conditions as attributes. Traditional clustering methods find homogeneous object groups or attribute groups like in Figure 1 (a). However, biclustering is a method of finding groups containing partial objects and attributes simultaneously like in Figure 1 (b) . While traditional clustering methods assume that objects in a same cluster are similar over the whole attributes, biclustering algorithms consider objects which are similar in only a subset of attributes as members of a bicluster even if they are dissimilar in other attributes. Therefore, by using biclustering methods, we may find useful groups which may be not detected by conventional clustering methods. For example, microarray data analysis needs to find genes corresponding to some conditions. Because biclustering methods meet this purpose, they are widely used in microarray data analysis.
A biclustering method may assume a specific structure and data type. Figure 2 illustrates some biclustering structures defined by Madeira and Oliveira (2004) : (a) single bicluster, (b) exclusive rows biclusters, (c) nonoverlapping biclusters with tree structure, and (d) arbitrarily positioned overlapping biclusters.
Biclusters can be divided into a continuous value † : Corresponding Author type and a categorical value type according to the data type. An element value of the i th object and the j th attribute in a continuous value type bicluster can be modeled as an additive model 
where ij B denotes the value of the i th object in the j th attribute; μ denotes the overall mean in a bicluster; i α and i B denote the effects for the ith object and the j th attribute, respectively, and ij ε represents the random error. In this paper, only additive models are dealt with because a multiplicative model can be transformed into an additive model by logarithmic transformation.
Furthermore, biclusters based on the additive model can be categorized into four types according to the values of i α and j P as shown in Figure There are various biclustering algorithms dealing with continuous data based on different assumptions on bicluster structures and types. The biclustering method proposed by Cheng and Church (2000) finds non-overlapped coherent-values biclusters. By allowing biclusters to be overlapped, the plaid model has been proposed by Lazzeroni and Owen (2002) . Also, a spectral biclustering algorithm which assumes the constant-values biclusters and a checkerboard structure was introduced by Kluger et al. (2003) .
Time Series Data Clustering
Time series data clustering is a method of grouping data showing similar time series patterns together. The three major factors in time series data clustering are data types (continuous or categorical), sampling methods (uniform or not) and equivalence of the number of time points (equal or unequal) (Liao 2005) .
Especially, whether the length of each time series is same to each other is an important factor in time series data clustering for the following reasons. First, popular distance metrics such as Euclidian distance, Pearson correlation and Minkowski distance can be used only in the cases that all objects have equal lengths of time series. Moreover, weight vector of SOM (Kohonen, 1990) may not be defined if objects are different in the lengths of time series from each other. Therefore, ordinary clustering algorithms cannot be used in time series of unequal length. Because time series data sets may not always meet the equivalence of time lengths, a number of studies have been made on analyzing those data sets. For example, dynamic time warping (DTW), which uses Markov chain for bending or twisting time so that two objects have the same length, is defined as a distance measure for time series of unequal length (Berndt and Clifford, 1994) . DTW is used not only in time series analysis but also in voice recognition.
In addition, model based clustering methods based on ARMA (Auto Regressive Moving Average), MA (Moving Average) and Markov chain are also used in time series data clustering (Liao, 2005) .
Biclustering of Time Series Data
Time series biclustering also has the same purpose as time series clustering, but the similarity may be confined to partial time points instead of the whole time span. In bioinformatics, conventional studies in microarray data have not considered time series pattern even though time-dependent information is included there. Time series microarray data usually contain less than 20 time points because of expensive experimental costs (Ernst et al., 2005) . Moreover, the equivalence of time lengths is generally guaranteed in microarray data. Therefore, as discussed in Section 1.1, general clustering methods could be used in analyzing time series microarray data.
In the past few years, however, only several articles have been devoted to the study of biclustering for time series data. Zhang et al. (2005) proposed a time series biclustering algorithm by allowing the node deletion and addition procedures in Cheng and Church (2000) only on the edge of time points of a bicluster. Also, Madeira and Oliveira (2005) proposed a biclustering algorithm for categorical time series data. By categorizing gene expression levels into over-expression, non-expression and under-expression, they find subsets showing homogeneous sequences.
Our goal is to develop a method of grouping similar time series having a unique pattern over a certain time period. We propose a modified biclustering algorithm for time series based on the plaid model. In this paper, we assume that a bicluster containing similar time series has coherent values as in Figure 3(d) . Unlike other biclustering methods, the proposed method extracts biclusters having consecutive time attributes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: basic concepts of the plaid model are reviewed in Section 2; a new time series biclustering method is proposed in Section 3; the experimental results and discussion are reported in Section 4; and we conclude in Section 5.
PLAID MODEL
The plaid model is one of the most popularly used biclustering methods (Lazzeroni and Owen 2002) , which assumes additive coherent-values biclusters as shown in Figure 3(d) . In the plaid model, the term 'layer' is used instead of 'bicluster.' Let ij Z denote an observed value of the i th object and the j th attribute. Then, the plaid model assumes that ij Z follows as
where ijk Θ denotes an element value of i th object and j th attribute in the k th bicluster; ik ρ is a binary membership variable that is equal to one when the i th object belongs to the k th bicluster; jk κ is another binary variable whose value is one when the j th attribute is in the k th bicluster. When k = 0, ijk Θ represents the value of the background. ijk Θ is modeled as summation of a mean value of the k th bicluster ( ), k μ the i th object effect ( ik α ), and the jth attribute effect ( ). , 0, 1 , ,
Because Eq. (4) is hard to be solved directly, Lazzeroni and Owen (2002) proposed a method of extracting each layer sequentially from the background layer (k = 0) to the K th layer by solving the problem below:
where
Even though the problem in Eq. (5) is simpler than Eq. (4), it is still NP-hard because ijk Θ is determined by ik ρ and jk κ , and vice versa. Therefore, decision variables in Eq. (5) should be estimated through an iterative procedure. Lazzeroni and Owen (2002) adopted LP relaxation to obtain the decision variables. On the other hand, Turner et al. (2005) solved the problem without LP relaxation. The rest of this section briefly describes Turner's algorithm.
Background Fitting
Because the purpose of the plaid model is detecting unusual patterns from the given data, a common pattern belonging to all data should be eliminated before the search for the first bicluster. Elements of the background layer are estimated as 
where Z denotes the mean value of all elements in the given data set Z, .
i Z denotes the mean element value of i th object, and . j Z denotes the mean element value of j th attribute. For the background layer, all membership variables, 0 i ρ and 0 , j κ are set to one. Then, data is updated to (1) Z by subtracting the background effects as follows:
In general, data is updated as follow after (k-1)st bicluster is obtained
Finding Biclusters
In Turner's algorithm, biclusters are sequentially extracted from data and the k th bicluster may be found from
First, 2-means object clustering and 2-means attribute clustering are performed to initialize membership variables ik ρ and . jk κ If i th object belongs to the smaller cluster of 2-means object cluster solution, set ik ρ = 1. Also, if the j th attribute is in the smaller one of two attribute clusters, set jk κ = 1. This initialization implies that a smaller cluster represents a more unusual pattern than a larger cluster so that the elements of a smaller cluster are more likely to be a member of a bicluster.
After the initialization of ik ρ and , jk κ a variable set ( , , ) k ik jk μ α β is estimated as (
where k 
Estimation of ( , , ) k ik jk μ α β and ( , ) ik jk ρ κ is performed iteratively until each of them converges.
Pruning
In order to prevent inappropriate objects and attributes from belonging to a bicluster obtained in Section 2.2, the plaid model includes a pruning procedure of removing them from a bicluster. If the i th object currently in the k th bicluster does not satisfy the following condition, ik ρ is set to zero.
In Eq. (12), 1 τ denotes a pruning parameter for objects which lies on (0, 1). Similarly, for the j th attribute in the kth bicluster which does not satisfy the following condition, jk κ is set to zero.
where 2 τ denotes a pruning parameter for attributes which lies on (0, 1).
Once objects and attributes are pruned out, ( ,
ik jk α β are re-estimated and remaining objects and attributes are pruned out again with the new values of ( , , ) k ik jk μ α β . The pruning is performed iteratively until there is no change in ik ρ and jk κ . After the pruning procedure, a data set 
Back Fitting
Sometimes, layers previously extracted need to be refined based on the currently extracted layer. For this purpose, the plaid model performs back fitting. From the background layer to k th layer, back fitting is performed sequentially.
For the r th layer (0≤r≤k), a data set 
After back fitting is performed for all layers, (k+1)st bicluster is searched from a data set
PROPOSED METHOD
We propose a modified plaid method which is designed to be appropriate to time series data. The proposed method is based on Turner's algorithm, so the model of the observed data is same as in Eq. (3). The original Turner's algorithm produces biclusters without any constraint on the sequence of attributes.
In time series analysis, however, a pattern over time sequence gives important information to us. Therefore, we propose a biclustering algorithm of finding biclusters whose member objects show a similar pattern over a consecutive time period. To keep the time sequence, we assume that results of biclustering satisfy the following conditions: 
We add this constraint to Eq. (4) and Eq. (5). Under this constraint, we can regard the attribute effect ( ik B ) as pattern and the object effect ( ik α ) as shift scale. We use an iterative method when we find a bicluster. A detailed method is mentioned in Section 3.1. We extract a bicluster one after another as Turner's algorithm does. Section 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 explain the difference between the proposed method and Turner's algorithm.
Finding a Bicluster
Layer effects, ( , , ) k ik jk μ α β , and object membership parameter, , ik ρ are updated according to the iterative procedure described in Section 2.2. However, because jk κ should satisfy the condition in Eq. (16), we update attribute membership parameters in a different way from Eq. (11).
We define a new parameter C controlling the connection of two selected time points. If
, ,
are set to 1. If more than two separate time sequences appear in the same layer, we choose the biggest one. A value of C should be pre-determined. If C = 1, jk κ is obtained according to Eq. (11). If 2, C ≥ we may obtain different biclusters from results of Turner's algorithm. As C becomes larger, the size of a bicluster may increase. Therefore, too large C may lead to biclusters with unclear time series pattern. From results of several experiments which will be shown in Section 4.2, we recommend 2 or 3 as a value of C, especially in cases that more distinct time series patterns is needed and the size of data set is smaller.
The parameter of C can also play a role of treating missing values or unexpected data. Experimental results in Section 4.2 show that the proposed method finds better biclusters than Turner's algorithm when data has missing values.
Pruning
In the proposed method, pruning of attributes is performed only at the boundaries of a bicluster through two-step procedure, whereas the pruning procedure of objects is the same as Section 2.3.
First, we find the smallest j that 1.
jk κ = Then, we decide whether the jth attribute should be pruned away or not by using Eq. (13). If jk κ becomes 0, j th attribute is pruned away from k th bicluster. Otherwise, the first pruning step is terminated. The pruning is repeated until we find an attribute which is not pruned out, while increasing j by one.
In the second step, we find the largest j that
Then, we prune away attributes as the first step while decreasing j by one. As a result, a bicluster is produced while keeping a consecutive time sequence.
If all objects or all attributes are pruned out, the algorithm is terminated. Also, if only one object or one attribute remains, the algorithm is terminated because we define that those biclusters are meaningless.
Starting Values
To update values of , κ belongs to the smaller object or attribute cluster, it is set to one and it is set to zero, otherwise. However, if the true bicluster contains more than the half of the objects or attributes, the initial values may be poor to obtain a good bicluster. In addition, two-means clustering does not guarantee that jk κ satisfies the conditions shown in Eq. (16).
For these reasons, we propose a new initialization method. At first, we sort differences between . ′ i Z s and .. Z in descending order. In the next step, ′ ik ρ s belonging to the top % ψ objects of the sorted list are set to 1 where ψ is a random number generated from uniform distribution between 0 and 100. Similarly, we sort difference between . ′ i Z s and .. Z in descending order. In the case of attributes, after selecting the top 10% attributes from the list, we set all ′ jk κ s lied between the minimum and maximum time points of the selected attributes to one.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
To validate the accuracy of the proposed method, we conducted experiments with synthetic data and some real data sets. Section 4.l introduces some validation indices for biclustering that are used in the experiments. Some other validation indices are available in the literature as in Lee et al. (2009) . Section 4.2 shows properties of the proposed method with synthetic data. Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 show results obtained by applying the proposed method to real data. 
Validation Index
As the validation index we will use the S index by Santamaría et al. (2007) , which is based on 1 F index. 1 F index is a measure defined to evaluate the similarity between two biclusters (Turner et al., 2005) , which is defined as ( )
2 , S M M may be unequal. Let T be the true bicluster solution and E be an obtained bicluster solution. Then, S(T, E) represents how well the true biclusters are found by a bicluster algorithm, while S(E, T) represents how reliably an obtained bicluster can be regarded as the true cluster.
In cases that prior knowledge about only objects categorization is available, the purity and the efficiency proposed by Getz et al. (2000) can be adopted to evaluate each obtained bicluster. Let ik t be the number of i th category objects in k B and i T be the total number of i th category objects. Then, the purity and the efficiency of k B can be defined as follows:
Experiment with Artificial Data Sets
We generated several synthetic data sets to verify the proposed method. Each data set consists of 100 objects and 50 time points, and it has two true time series biclusters consisting of 40 objects and 20 time points each. Data are generated to follow the model in Eq. (3). jk β 's were generated to have a moving average process as follows:
Also, ′ k μ s and ′ ik α s were generated from uniform distribution between 0 and 1, and a random noise ij ε 's were generated from 2 (0, 0.5 ). N We generated 11 data sets having different overlapping ratios of two biclusters such as: 0, 1 2 , 2 2 , 3 2 , , 9 2 , 10 2 %. Figure 4 illustrates data sets whose overlapping ratios are (a) 0% and (b) 49%. The maximum number of biclusters to be found was set to 5, and the pruning parameters 1 τ and 2 τ were set to 0.5. We repeated the proposed method 30 times for each value of {2, 3, 4}. C ∈ Also, we obtained bicluster solution for each data set using Turner's algorithm for the comparison purpose.
As a result, the proposed method obtained 2.7, 3.5 and 3.4 biclusters on the average for C = 2, 3 and 4, respectively, whereas Turner's algorithm yielded 3.7 biclusters. As shown in Figure 5 and 6, both S(T, E) and S(E, T) were low when the overlapping ratio was around 20%. This can be interpreted that the overlapped area might be considered as an independent bicluster when about half of the two biclusters were overlapped. The proposed method, however, shows better results than Turner's algorithm when the overlapping ratio is around 20%. As shown in Figure 5 , C has little effect on the values of S(T, E). On the other hand Figure 6 shows, that lager C (C = 3 or 4) has better values of S(E, T). To more deeply investigate the effects of C on bicluster solutions, we discarded some data from each true bicluster. Increasing the missing proportion from 0% to 30% with increments of 5%, we performed bicluster analysis using the proposed method with each value of C. Also, we obtained biclustering results for each data set using Turner's algorithm. The overlapping ratio was fixed at 16%. We replaced missing values with 0 ij Θ using Eq. (6).
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate that as the missing proportion increases S(T, E) and S(E, T) decrease. However, the proposed method shows better performance than the Turner's algorithm when missing values exist. The interval factor C has a little effect on the biclustering results in this experiment.
Analysis with Yeast Data
The Yeast data we used is a gene expression data which describes genome-wide mRNA transcript levels during the cell cycle of the budding yeast 'Saccharomyces cerevisiae' (Cho et al., 1998) . Categorization of 384 genes of Yeast data into five time series groups have been provided by Yeung et al. (2000) . The maximum number of biclusters to be found was set to 10, and the pruning parameters 1 τ and 2 τ were set to 0.5. We repeated bicluster analysis 20 times for C ∈ {2, 3, 4}. Turner's algorithm does not find any biclusters. As a result, 4.0, 3.5 and 3.7 biclusters were obtained on the average for C = 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Table 1 describes that the interval factor C has a negligible effect on the biclustering result. Figure 9 shows that each bicluster found by the proposed method has a homogeneous pattern.
Apartment data in Metropolitan area
We used the monthly data of apartment prices from July 2003 to November 2006 in Korean metropolitan area. The towns considered are Gwacheon (GC), Gangnam (GN), Seocho (SC), Songpa (SP), Bundang (BD) and Gangbuk (GB). The sizes of apartments were transformed into five discrete levels as shown in Table 2 . During the period, apartment prices of the selected towns had increased by over 40% except Gangbuk. Because there were only a few apartments whose sizes were level 5 in Gwacheon, the apartment prices were discarded from the data set. Therefore, the final data set has 29 pairs of town and size as objects and 41 time points as attributes. We obtained this data to summarize apartment price information from Kookmin Bank, one of the largest banks in Korea.
Using the proposed method, we tried to find a group of towns which shows a homogeneous pattern of apartment prices in a certain period. The maximum number of biclusters to be found was set to 10, and the pruning parameters 1 τ and 2 τ were set to 0.7. Also, we fixed the value of C at 2.
We repeated bicluster analysis 20 times, and obtained 4.95 biclusters on the average. Table 3 summarizes biclustering solution from the first to the fifth bicluster. Figure 10 , apartment prices of Gwacheon had increased rapidly after June 2005. Hence, we conclude that the first bicluster groups apartments which had been experienced dramatic growths of prices.
On the other hand, the second bicluster includes all towns except Gangbuk, whole time period and all levels. The reason why Gangbuk is excluded from the second bicluster is that apartment prices in Gangbuk were much lower than other areas.
The fourth and fifth biclusters consist of apartments of level 1 and 2 in all towns except Gwacheon and Gangbuk. As illustrated in Figure 11 , apartment prices of Gangnam, Seocho, Songpa and Bundang moves together. Also, we can find that the apartment prices begin to increase in the middle of 2005. Table 4 is similar to the fourth and fifth bicluster in Table 3, biclusters provide more information about the change in the increasing rate of apartment prices.
Discussion
Some other observations from this experiment were made as below. The results may be dependent on the magnitude of data values. In apartment price data, Gwacheon (GC) whose price is most expensive is extracted as the first layer while Gangbuk (GB) whose price is lowest is extracted as the third layer. In this case, magnitude is important information. However, patterns are usually more important than magnitude in some other data, therefore using normalized data may yield better results. Normalization or scaling of data can be made according to the purpose of analysis.
A method to initialize membership variables, ik ρ and , jk κ may effect results, particularly in Turner's algorithm.
Turner's algorithm showed worse performance when the overlapping ratio is between 10 to 50% as shown Figure 5 and 6, which seems to be caused by the initialization. The initialization method of the proposed method, however, performs better when biclusters overlap with each other or have larger values than the background.
CONCLUSION
We proposed a new biclustering algorithm which is more suitable to extract time series biclusters than the existing bicluster analysis methods. By introducing an interval parameter to the plaid model and by modifying the pruning procedure of Turner's algorithm, we could obtain biclusters having sequential time points. The proposed method can find time series patterns which may not be detected by the original plaid model.
We applied the proposed method to some synthetic data, microarray data and monthly apartment price data. It is the first research for time series analysis of apartment price data using a biclustering method, as far as we know. We observed several meaningful biclusters using the proposed method. We have found that pattern of bicluster showed significant meaning. We could observe inflection point or peak point in a bicluster solution of yeast data. We also inferred that significant patterns exist in biclustering result of apartment data.
Since apartment prices are related to other economic data such as consumer price index and interest rates, we are planning to apply the proposed method to other economic time series data in future works. Furthermore, we may be able to extract new knowledge by investigating results of the proposed method combining various time series analysis technique. 
